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Abstract—The paradigm shift toward SDN has exhibited the
following trends: (1) relying on a centralized and more powerful
controller to make intelligent decisions, and (2) allowing a set of
relatively dumb switches to route packets. Therefore, efficiently
looking up the flowtables in forwarding switches to guarantee
low latency becomes a critical issue. In this paper, following the
similar paradigm, we propose a new routing scheme called Key-
Set which is flowtable-free and enables constant-time switching
at the forwarding switches. Instead of looking up long flowtables,
KeySet relies on a residual system to quickly calculate routing
paths. A switch only needs to do simple modular arithmetics
to obtain a packet’s forwarding output port. Moreover, KeySet
has a nice fault-tolerant capability because in many cases the
controller does not need to update flowtables at switches when a
failure occurs. We validate KeySet through extensive simulations
by using general as well as Facebook fat-tree topologies. The
results show that the KeySet outperforms the KeyFlow scheme [1]
by at least 25% in terms of the length of the forwarding label.
Moreover, we show that KeySet is very efficient when applied to
fat-trees.
Index Terms—Data Center, Network Protocol, Routing, SDN,
Switching.
I. INTRODUCTION
Software Defined Networking (SDN) is an emerging net-
work architecture that separates traditional switching functions
into a control plane and a data plane. The control plane is
responsible for configuring switches and specifying forwarding
paths for data flows. The data plane is simply responsible
for forwarding packets. In such designs, a network controller
has a global view of the network and is able to efficiently
define a collection of forwarding rules for switches to follow.
Accordingly, the switches with the rules can perform simple
actions such as forwarding, flooding, and directing packets
to the network controller. However, providing fine-grained
forwarding rules leads to large amounts of rules deployed in
the switches.
Openflow [2] is a popular protocol for the message exchange
between the network controller and switches in SDN. In Open-
flow switches, forwarding rules are implemented in Ternary
Content-Addressable Memory (TCAM), which can compare
an incoming packet to all the rules at the same time, reducing
switching delay significantly. However, the TCAMs address
a tradeoff between flowtable size and deployment cost. In
general, the TCAMs introduce ten times more expensive [3]
and 100 times greater power consumption [4] compared with
traditional RAM with the same size. This cost constrain leads
to small TCAMs in most switches, even there are large ones
in the market. Moreover, TCAMs use ternary format for
rules storage, which causes the well-know range expansion
problem. That is, a flow rule leads to a large number of TCAM
entries [5]. Therefore, cutting the sizes of flowtables is an
essential issue.
Intensive studies [6]–[9] have dedicated to reducing the
size of flowtables. Those approaches can be generally divided
into two categories: (1) decreasing the total number of flow
entries, or (2) cutting the sizes of flow entries. References [6],
[7] take the former approach. However, packets missing their
corresponding flow entries need to be sent to the controller
for fetching their entries, introducing extra delays. Another
direction is to reduce the size of each flow entry [8], [9].
A shorter label is used to replace the MAC address in a
flowtable. Using a shorter label not only reduces flow entry
size, but also enables the packets with the same forwarding
path to share one label, decreasing the number of flow entries
accordingly. However, such designs suffer from large flowtable
update cost when there are switch failures or major network
topology changes.
So, instead of reducing flowtable size, is it possible to
remove flowtable from switches? In this paper, we propose a
new routing scheme called KeySet, which is flowtable-free and
enjoys constant-time switching. KeySet removes the overhead
of fetching large new flow entries from the controller. Instead,
switches only need to conduct very simple modular arithmetic
to obtain packets’ output ports. This simplifies the switch
hardware requirements. The main idea of KeySet is to employ
two or more sets of modular numbers at switches and allow the
controller to adaptively select a set for the switching purpose.
This gives more flexibility to choose a better label. We validate
KeySet through extensive simulations and compare it with
KeyFlow [1]. Simulation results show that KeySet outperforms
the KeyFlow scheme by at least 25% in terms of the length
of forwarding label. Moreover, we show that KeySet is very
efficient when being applied to fat-tree topologies.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II reviews related work. Section III introduces preliminar-
ies and problem statement. KeySet is proposed in Section IV,
followed by simulation results in Section V. Section VI draws
conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
Intensive research has focused on reducing the requirements
of TCAM by cutting flowtables. Solutions can generally be
divided into three categories, as reviewed below.
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A. Reducing the Number of Flow Entries
Reference [6] proposes a distributed scheme, in which
a large flowtable is decomposed into small ones and then
distributed across the network. It well balances the sizes of
the tables across the network and reduces the total number of
flow entries. The algorithm, however, depends on the length of
the shortest path in the network and does not work well when
the length is small since not all available switches are taken
into consideration. The work [7] improves [6] by caching the
most popular rules in the small TCAM. The rest small amount
of cache miss traffic are handled by software. The algorithm
minimizes the number of rules for a single switch significantly.
However, maintaining a subset of flowtables introduces extra
fetching delay between switches and the controller if packets
miss their corresponding flow entries.
B. Reducing the Sizes of Flow Entries
The main idea is to use short structured labels to replace
unstructured MAC addresses. Reference [8] proposes to use
MAC addresses as virtual addresses to minimize TCAM usage.
Reference [9] proposes to use destination MAC address as a
universal label. The ARP caches of hosts can be exploited as
an ingress label table to fill destination MAC addresses. Such
a design reduces the number of flow entry and the size of each
flow entries, without increasing the packet header. However,
the path label assignment is NP-complete.
C. Flowtable-Free Routing
References [1], [10] are most related to our work. In [10],
the proposed scheme does not require header modification in
each router. A label is computed by the Chinese Remainder
Theorem and appended to each packet. The label actually
”encodes” the forwarding port information of each router
traversed by a path (refer to the details in Sec. III. A). Based
on [10], reference [1] further shows how to replace the MAC
address by the label. So no extra header is needed. However,
the label could be very large when the forwarding path is long
or the number of nodes in the network is large.
III. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we first briefly introduce the Chinese Re-
mainder Theorem (CRT), which is the basis of our flowtable-
free routing scheme. Then we formally define our problem.
A. CRT and Flowtable-Free Routing
Theorem 1. [11] Let 𝑝1, 𝑝2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑝𝑛 be 𝑛 pairwise relatively
primes, and 𝑟1, 𝑟2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑟𝑛 be arbitrary integers. There exists
a unique integer 𝒳 such that 0 ≤ 𝒳 < ∏𝑛𝑖=1 𝑝𝑖 that solves
the following system of congruence equations:
⎧⎨
⎩
𝒳 ≡ 𝑟1 (mod 𝑝1)
𝒳 ≡ 𝑟2 (mod 𝑝2)
.
.
.
𝒳 ≡ 𝑟𝑛 (mod 𝑝𝑛).
(1)
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Fig. 1: An example of flowtable-free routing in KeyFlow.
The value of 𝒳 can be calculated as
𝒳 = (
𝑛∑
𝑖=1
𝑐𝑖 ⋅ 𝑟𝑖) (mod 𝑃 ), (2)
where 𝑃 =
∏𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑝𝑖, 𝑐𝑖 = 𝑄𝑖𝑈𝑖, 𝑄𝑖 =
𝑃
𝑝𝑖
, and 𝑈𝑖 =
𝑄−1𝑖 (mod 𝑝𝑖). Here, 𝑈𝑖 is the multiplicative inverse of 𝑄𝑖
under modulo 𝑝𝑖.
References [1], [10] exploits CRT for flowtable-free rout-
ing. The basic idea is to encode forwarding information of a
packet into a label (i.e., 𝒳 ) and replace the MAC address of
a packet with the label. Fig. 1 illustrates an example, where
a packet needs to go through switches 𝑆1, 𝑆2 and 𝑆3. Each
switch is pre-assigned with a unique prime number (13, 11
and 17 for 𝑆1, 𝑆2 and 𝑆3, respectively). Since the controller
knows that the output ports at 𝑆1, 𝑆2 and 𝑆3 are 2, 3 and
2, respectively, it will compute 𝒳 = 223 as the label of the
packet by Theorem 1. Then, each switch uses this integer 223
and its pre-assigned prime number to get its output port. At
𝑆1, it will compute its output port as 𝑟1 = 2 ≡ 𝒳 (mod 13).
Similarly, at 𝑆2 and 𝑆3, they will compute their output ports
as 𝑟2 = 3 ≡ 𝒳 (mod 11) and 𝑟3 = 2 ≡ 𝒳 (mod 17),
respectively.
Clearly, the magic number 𝒳 satisfies the congruence sys-
tem: ⎧⎨
⎩
𝒳 ≡ 𝑟1 (mod 13)
𝒳 ≡ 𝑟2 (mod 11)
𝒳 ≡ 𝑟3 (mod 17).
Therefore, 𝒳 can be used by switches to route packets without
looking up flowtables. Modular arithmetic can be done at
switches very quickly. Only a prime is needed to be stored
in each switch. Also, the controller does not need to update
flowtables when some switches fail.
B. System Model and Problem Statement
We consider a SDN network domain consisting of a con-
troller and a set 𝒮 of 𝑛 switches, where 𝒮 = {𝑆𝑖 ∣ 𝑖 =
1, 2, . . . , 𝑛}. In [1], [10], in order to make the CRT congruence
system solvable, 𝑛 integers 𝑝1, 𝑝2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑝𝑛 are needed to be
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Fig. 2: A packet forwarding example using KeySet.
pairwise relatively primes for these 𝑛 switches. We make the
following observations on [1], [10]:
∙ Observation 1: 𝒳 , which is attached to each packet, can
be considered as an overhead. Since 0 ≤ 𝒳 <∏𝑛𝑖=1 𝑝𝑖, a
shortcoming is that 𝒳 will enlarge quickly as 𝑛 increases.
∙ Observation 2: To ensure the CRT congruence system to
be always solvable, it only needs to guarantee that the
primes of the switches passed by each routing path are
pairwise relative prime. That is, a prime may be shared
by two switches as long as no routing path traverses
there two switches. Therefore, using duplicated primes
is possible. This potentially reduces the value of 𝒳 .
∙ Observation 3: When two switches in a routing path have
the same output ports, they can use the same prime.
Consider Fig. 1 as an example, 𝑆1 and 𝑆3 both send
out the packet at output port 2. If we change 𝑆3’s prime
to 13 (the same as 𝑝1’s), the congruence system is still
solvable (then 𝒳 becomes 80). This may further reduce
the value of 𝒳 .
IV. THE PROPOSED KEYSET SOLUTION
Following the above observations, we propose a new scheme
called KeySet. The basic idea is to keep two (or even more)
sets of primes for higher flexibility and allow duplicate primes
in the network domain as long as there is no hazard for route
selection.
A. Generating Prime Sets
KeySet exploits multiple sets of primes to solve the problem
of 𝒳 being too large. To simplify our presentation, we use
two sets of primes to show how it works. The controller first
prepares two sets, 𝑃 0 and 𝑃 1, where 𝑃 0 consists of 𝑛 primes
and 𝑃 1 consists of 𝑛𝛼 primes, where 𝛼 is a preset value (say
𝛼 = 2). Note that primes in 𝑃 0 and 𝑃 1 may overlap. A
selected prime of the switch is bound to be more than the total
number of ports of the switch. Intuitively, 𝑃 0 is the same as
the prime set in KeyFlow. The goal of 𝑃 0 is to guarantee
the worst-case scenario solvable such that every packet is
”routable”, while 𝑃 1 is to help reduce the size of 𝒳 whenever
possible.
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Fig. 3: Forwarding label definition.
An example is shown in Fig. 2. Suppose that there are 8
switches and 16 ports for each switch. The first 8 primes
greater than 16 are assigned to 8 switches in such a way that
each prime in 𝑃 0 will be given to a unique switch, but each
prime in 𝑃 1 will be given to 2 switches. Then, we set 𝑃 0 =
{17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 37, 41, 43}, and 𝑃 1 = {17, 19, 23, 29}. A
packet wants to go through switches 𝑆1, 𝑆4, 𝑆5 and 𝑆2. If
we adopt the KeyFlow scheme, that is, only use the prime set
𝑃 0, we compute the integer 𝒳 = 1573500 by Theorem 1.
By using our proposed KeySet scheme, the integer 𝒳 can be
reduced to 203321.
The assignment could be optimized (if there is more in-
formation available) but here we simply adopt a random
assignment.
B. Calculating Forwarding Labels
Our solution also relies on a forwarding label attached on
each packet to achieve fast switching. The forwarding label
format is shown in Fig. 3. Index is to choose a prime set:
0 for 𝑃 0 and 1 for 𝑃 1. Len is to define the length of the
forwarding label: 0 for full length 𝐽0 = 2 + ⌈𝑙𝑔(
∏
𝑝𝑖∈𝑃 0 𝑝𝑖)⌉
and 1 for the partial length 𝐽1 = 2+𝛽 ⋅⌈𝑙𝑔(
∏
𝑝𝑖∈𝑃 0 𝑝𝑖)⌉. Here
𝛽 is a controller-defined ratio. For example, in a 224 nodes
fat-tree topology, 𝛽 can be 0.75 (refer to the discussion of
Fig. 6 (b) in Sec. V). The last part is to carry the 𝒳 parameter
for this route.
When a packet aiming at a new destination arrives at
an ingress switch of the network domain, it is sent to the
controller for forwarding instructions. The controller computes
the forwarding label by the following steps.
Step 1: A proper end-to-end routing path is first computed.
Let the routing path go through a sequence of 𝑘 switches,
namely 𝑆′1, 𝑆′2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑆′𝑘, where 𝑆′1 is the ingress switch and
𝑆′𝑘 is the egress switch. Also, let the output port for 𝑆′𝑖 be 𝑟𝑖,
𝑖 = 1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑘.
Step 2: Let 𝑝0𝑖 and 𝑝1𝑖 be the prime assignments of 𝑆′𝑖
in 𝑃 0 and 𝑃 1, respectively. Since the controller knows the
assignments of all primes, it can decide which prime set to be
used by checking the following condition:
C : ∀𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ {1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑘} and 𝑟𝑖 ∕= 𝑟𝑗 ⇒ 𝑝1𝑖 ∕= 𝑝1𝑗
If condition C is true, we choose prime set 𝑃 1 and let Index =
1; otherwise, we choose prime set 𝑃 0 and let Index = 0.
Step 3: If 𝑃 0 is selected, we build the congruence system
𝒳 ≡ 𝑟𝑖 (mod 𝑝0𝑖 ) for 𝑖 = 1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑘.
Otherwise, we build the congruence system
𝒳 ≡ 𝑟𝑖 (mod 𝑝1𝑖 ) for 𝑖 = 1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑘.
Fig. 4: Facebook data center fabric network topology [12].
No matter which congruence system is used, 𝒳 is solvable
because condition C guarantees that whenever 𝑟𝑖 and 𝑟𝑗 are
distinct, the corresponding primes for modular arithmetic must
be distinct. Then we use Theorem 1 to find 𝒳 . Note that
condition C integrates both observations 2 and 3 discussed
above.
Step 4: Finally, the controller sets the Len based on the
length of the forwarding label required: Len = 1 if ⌈𝑙𝑔𝒳⌉ ≤
𝛽 ⋅ ⌈𝑙𝑔(∏𝑃𝑖∈𝑃 0 𝑃𝑖)⌉ and Len = 0 otherwise. After that, the
controller appends the label on the packet header and sends it
back to the ingress switch.
C. Forwarding Packets
When a packet with a forwarding label is returned from the
controller to the ingress switch 𝑆′1, the ingress switch conducts
the following steps.
Step 1: The forwarding label is stored in its local memory.
Note that if a different forwarding label exists correspondent
to the same destination, the latter should be removed to avoid
confusion.
Step 2: The switch parses the Index to decide the prime to
be used and parses Len to determine the range of 𝒳 .
Step 3: The proper prime is chosen to conduct modular
arithmetic on 𝒳 . This obtains the output ports. Then the switch
forwards the packet to that port without modifying the packet.
Similarly, when any other non-ingress switch receives the
packet, it executes Steps 2 and 3 to forward the packet. In the
future, when a packet aiming at the same destination arrives at
𝑆′1, the switch will identify the forwarding label in its memory.
The label is attached to the packet, which is then forwarded
by Steps 2 and 3.
Finally, at the egress switch 𝑆′𝑘, the packet will also be
forwarded by Steps 2 and 3. The only difference is that 𝑆′𝑘 will
remove the forwarding label from the packet before sending
it out.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We have seen rapid growth of data centers. The network
to support a data center also becomes extremely complex so
as to inter-connect hundreds or thousands of network devices.
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Fig. 5: Impacts of prime set size.
Many mega-operators, such as Google, Yahoo!, and Facebook,
have build ultra large-scale networks capable of providing high
performance and low-cost connectivity among huge numbers
of physical servers. We therefore investigate the possibility
of applying KeySet to such data center networks. In our
simulations, we construct the fat-tree topology and assign
primes to each switch. After that, we use all shortest paths
to calculate the length of the forwarding labels.
Fig. 4 shows the schematic of Facebook data center fat-
tree fabric network topology [12]. Assume that each switch
has 𝑚 ports in the fat-tree topology. Then, there are 4 spine
planes and 𝑚 server pods depending on the number of fabric
switches (say 𝑚) in each spine plane. For each fabric switch,
the 𝑚2 ports are connected to the
𝑚
2 spine switches in the
same spine plane, and the other 𝑚2 ports are connected to the
𝑚
2 rack switches in the same server pod. Totally, there are 2𝑚
spine switches, 4𝑚 fabric switches, and 𝑚
2
2 rack switches.
The total number of switches is 𝑛 = 2𝑚 + 4𝑚 + 𝑚
2
2 . Our
simulations consider such fat-tree network architectures with
𝑛 = 80, 224, 432, 704, 1040, and 1440 switches.
A. Impacts of 𝛼
Recall that the basic idea of KeySet is to use smaller
prime sets (e.g., 𝑃 1 with 𝑛𝛼 primes) for saving the label
size, and 𝑃 0 is to support the worst-case scenario. A larger
𝛼 leads to a smaller prime set and may potentially reduce
the forwarding label length. However, a too small 𝑃 1 will
also reduce the possibility of itself being selected to construct
forwarding labels, resulting in being selected 𝑃 0 instead.
Therefore, choosing a suitable 𝛼 to guarantee a high utilization
ratio of 𝑃 1 is desired.
Fig. 5 shows the prime sets utilization ratio of all shortest
paths in the fat-tree topology. Here, the utilization ratio is
defined as the ratio of the prime set chosen for conducting
modular arithmetic on 𝒳 in the simulations. We observe the
impact on 𝛼 = 2, 4, 8, and 16, respectively. We can see that
prime 𝑆𝑒𝑡( 𝑛16 ) is frequently used when 𝑛 = 1440, whereas,
𝑆𝑒𝑡( 𝑛16 ) does not work well with 𝑛 = 80. The reason is that
when 𝑛 is small (say 80), 𝑆𝑒𝑡( 𝑛16 ) is too small to select
distinct primes in routing path congruence systems. Based
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Fig. 6: The PMF distribution of forwarding label length.
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on our results, 𝛼 = 4, 16, 16, 16, 16, 16 are recommend for
𝑛 = 80, 224, 432, 704, 1040, 1440, respectively.
B. PMF Distribution of Forwarding Label Length
Fig. 6 illustrates the probability mass function (PMF) dis-
tribution of forwarding label length for KeyFlow and KeySet
with respect to 𝑛 = 80, 224, 432, 704, 1040, 1440, respectively.
We can see that most forwarding labels of KeySet are shorter
than that of KeyFlow. Specifically, in a data center with 224
switches, the labels of KeySet are around 10 bits shorter than
that of KeyFlow. And the gap further enlarges to 17 bits and
22 bits with 704 switches and 1440 switches, respectively.
The results clearly show that KeySet outperforms KeyFlow.
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Also, the results can be used for specifying 𝛽 for indicating
the length of forwarding labels. For example, in 𝑛 = 224 case
(see Fig. 6(b)), 𝛽 could be set as 0.75 for good, which means
that most labels of KeySet are less than 0.75 full length. In
𝑛 = 1440 case (see Fig. 6(f)), 𝛽 = 0.58 is a good option. We
also observe that most of KeyFlow results are distributed near
the maximum length (the worst-case), leading to large label
length for most labels. Whereas, in KeySet, most labels are
distributed far away from the worst-case scenario. This makes
KeySet better than KeyFlow and also enables to specify 𝛽 to
further reduce label length.
C. Impacts of the Number of Switches
Fig. 7 depicts the comparison results of the forwarding label
length between KeySet and KeyFlow in terms of the number
of switches 𝑛. The results of both the maximum forwarding
label length (the worst-case scenario) and the average length
are considered. For the maximum length, KeySet is one bit
longer than KeyFlow. The reason is that KeySet uses one
bit Index to select prime sets1. Based on the results shown
in Fig. 6, the worst-case seldom happens in KeySet case,
whereas, most results of KeyFlow are distributed closely to
the worst-case. For the average length, the results show that
KeySet outperforms KeyFlow with large gap (around 25%).
Also, the gap increases as 𝑛 becomes large, and the curve of
KeySet is more smooth than that of KeyFlow as 𝑛 increases.
These mean that KeySet is scalable for large scale network
topology and is better than KeyFlow especially for data centers
with a large number of switches.
D. Impacts of Hop Count
According to Theorem 1, the CRT value 𝒳 increases as the
hop count grows. Thus, making the length of 𝒳 resilient to
the growth of hop count is essential for reducing forwarding
label overhead. Fig. 8 demonstrates the comparison results of
forwarding label length in terms of hop counts. We can see
that the forwarding label length of KeySet is much shorter than
that of KeyFlow. We also observe that the curves of KeySet
grow slower than that of KeyFlow as 𝑛 increases, meaning
that KeySet is more resilient to the growth of 𝑛. Moreover, as
the hop count increases from 3 to 52, the gap between KeySet
and KeyFlow enlarges significantly, which demonstrates the
advantages of KeySet.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed KeySet, a flowtable-free
and fault-tolerant routing scheme for data center networks.
KeySet reduces core network latency and simplifies switch
hardware requirements. Instead of looking up flowtables in
forwarding switches, KeySet enables constant-time switching
in the way that switches only need to do very simple modular
arithmetics to find out output ports. Also, KeySet takes ad-
vantage of two or more sets of modular values at switches
and enables the controllers to adaptively select a good set
for the switching purpose. We have validated KeySet through
extensive simulations and compared it against KeyFlow. The
simulation results show that KeySet outperforms KeyFlow by
at least 25% in terms of the length of forwarding label length.
In general network topology, multiple sets have potential to
further reduce forwarding label length, which refer to as our
future work.
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